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About us
New Zealand’s Aluminium Smelter
(NZAS) is New Zealand’s only aluminium
smelter and is located on the Tiwai
Peninsula in Southland.
NZAS is 79.36% owned by Pacific Aluminium and 20.64% owned by Japan’s
Sumitomo Chemical Company Limited. Pacific Aluminium is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Rio Tinto with assets in Australia and New Zealand, producing more
than one million tonnes of aluminium each year.
Rio Tinto is a leading international mining

• NZAS produces a wide range of value-added

company, combining Rio Tinto plc, a London

products including high purity ingots, foundry

listed public company headquartered in

alloys and specialty billets that are cast from

the United Kingdom, and Rio Tinto Limited,

low carbon aluminium

which is listed on the Australian Stock
Exchange. The two companies are joined
in a dual listed company structure as a
single entity called the Rio Tinto Group.
Rio Tinto supplies the metals and minerals
that help the world to grow. Major products
are aluminium, copper, diamonds, gold,
industrial minerals (borates, titanium dioxide
and salt), iron ore, thermal and metallurgical
coal and uranium. Rio Tinto employs 50,000
people in 35 countries across six continents.
NZAS is a tolling plant, producing primary
aluminium in the form of ingot, billet and
rolling block. The smelter’s two shareholders,
Pacific Aluminium and Sumitomo Chemical
Company, pay NZAS a fee to convert the
alumina into aluminium, and they then
sell the metal to their customers.

• NZAS is one of only two smelters producing
ultra-high purity aluminium and the only one
using renewable energy to do so

• Aluminium is light, flexible and durable,
providing considerable advantages in fuel
efficiency for all modes of transportation,
including the skin of the bullet train and
the wing structures of the world’s largest
passenger airliner, the A380 aircraft

• All of the memory discs in PCs worldwide
contain NZAS aluminium
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Overview
During 2016 our team
continued to exhibit
pure kiwi mettle while
making some of the
purest aluminium in the
world. The word mettle
describes qualities of
spirit, determination and
audacity, and at NZAS
we have seen tonnes of
that in 2016.

Once again the team broke their own record, producing 338,556 tonnes of saleable
aluminium from our three P69 Reduction Lines. This is over 5,000 tonnes more
than 2015 which was another record breaking year. This result has been achieved
against a background of increasing efficiency across the plant. So to continue
breaking our own hot metal records makes me feel very proud.
Pacific Aluminium (New Zealand) Limited

improvements and savings could be made, the

reported underlying earnings of just over

team managed to save the equivalent of the

$25 million for 2016, a decrease of $29 million

power consumption of over 1,000 residential

on the previous year. This reflects the tough

homes. Due to the nature of the NZAS power

commercial realities of a year when the price of

contract, the electricity saved was then able to be

aluminium languished around the US$1,605/

used in the Reduction cells to convert alumina to

tonne mark. Prior to the Global Financial Crisis,

aluminium, increasing aluminium production. So

aluminium peaked at around US$3,200/tonne.

not only did the team increase energy efficiency,
they simultaneously increased production.

NZAS’ financial result also has to be understood
within the context of the smelter’s transmission

Unfortunately 2016 was a disappointing

costs of $67 million for the 2016/17 pricing

year for safety with nine recordable injuries.

year. The smelter has faced enormous increases

We can and must improve. Safety continues

in transmission costs since 2008; in 2016

to be a significant focus on site this year

NZAS paid $30 million more than it did in

and our goal is to get back to our best

2008; partly due to the significant contribution

safety performance. I firmly believe this is

NZAS is required to make towards major

achievable. Later in this report we detail the

upgrades to the transmission grid to service

practical and comprehensive work we are

growth in the upper North Island under the

doing this year to improve our performance.

current transmission pricing methodology.
As we stand on the brink of a worldwide lower
At NZAS we run a world-class operation

carbon economy, NZAS is ready to leverage its

and believe customers should pay for the

competitive advantage of producing excellent

transmission services they use. This is not

aluminium from renewable hydro-electricity.

happening and we are committed to working

Having turned 45 in 2016, NZAS is still at the

with the Electricity Authority and Transpower

cutting edge of innovation and operational

to achieve a more sustainable method of

efficiency; a smelter truly in its prime.

transmission pricing. Over the past five years
NZAS’ underlying profit is almost the same

All-of-life product certification and raw material

amount as just one year of transmission

verification are increasingly required by

costs. During this period the smelter has paid

responsible manufacturers. NZAS is proud to

nearly $320 million for transmission and only

be only one of a handful of smelters to have its

made $68 million. This is not sustainable.

metal recognised as one of the lowest carbon
aluminium producers in the world by being

As the largest single electricity user in

marketed under Rio Tinto’s RenewAl brand.

New Zealand using 572 MW, equivalent

This means NZAS is well positioned to continue

to Auckland’s residential load of around

adding significant value to the Southland and

690,000 average kiwi households every

New Zealand economies for years to come.

year, at NZAS we are always looking for
ways to improve our energy efficiency.

I hope you find this report informative.
We welcome your feedback.

In 2016 we turned our attention to our ‘works
load’ or the almost 20 MW of electricity we use
that isn’t used for making aluminium. This is
the load that powers our cooling and lighting
systems, for example. After a series of intensive

Gretta Stephens

workshops and projects to identify areas where

NZAS Chief Executive & General Manager
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Fast facts
Around

Performance indicators:

800

permanent employees
and contractors

Saleable

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

T TOTAL

326,963

324,835

328,269

335,292

338,556

T1,653,915

5

8

4

5

9

31

$313M

$352M

$383M

$383M

$374M

$1,805M

$90.1M

$81M

$79.6M

$80.9M

$76.5M

$408M

($49M)

($18M)

$56M

$54M

$25M

$68M

$60M

$63M

$65M

$64M

$67M

$319M

$39M

$28M

$29M

>$35M

>$33M

$164M

aluminium
produced

338,556

(tonnes)
Recordable
injuries
Annual spend

$374
90%

tonnes of saleable aluminium
produced in 2016: another
record breaking year

in NZ

million spent in
New Zealand

Wages &
benefits paid
Pacific

of the aluminium produced at NZAS was
exported with 53% to Japan

Aluminium
NZ underlying
earnings
Transmission

Almost

$1 billion

costs
(per pricing

generated in export
earnings annually

year)
Business
Improvement

$76.5

value

million paid in wages
and beneﬁts

Independent studies* have demonstrated that directly and indirectly NZAS employs around 3,200
people and contributes $525 million (10.5%) to Southland’s GDP.

Over

1

$33

* Venture Southland and Infometrics conducted an economic and social impacts study of NZAS on

million in savings through business
improvement initiatives

of the lowest carbon footprints of a smelter
anywhere in the world

the Southland economy in 2012
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What is aluminium?
Aluminium is the most abundant metallic element and the third
most abundant of all elements in the earth’s crust, making up 8%
of the crust by weight. Only silicon and oxygen are more plentiful.
Aluminium metal is smelted from alumina.
The smelting process is known as the
Hall-Heroult Process, named after Charles Hall
of the USA and Paul Heroult of France, who each
independently invented the process in 1866.
In this process, alumina (aluminium oxide) is
dissolved in molten cryolite. The alumina is then
separated into its elements by electrolysis.
The equation for the basic reaction is:
2Al2 O3 + 3C

4Al + 3CO2

Aluminium is a light, strong, flexible, noncorrosive and infinitely recyclable metal. It
is widely used in the transport, construction,
packaging and electrical industries.
Primary metal can be cast, extruded or rolled
as pure aluminium or aluminium alloys. Alloys
are formed by combining pure aluminium
with magnesium, silicon, manganese or other
elements to produce properties such as extra
strength or additional corrosion resistance.
The majority of our metal is cast to customer
requirements – either pure aluminium or
aluminium alloys – and is shipped to domestic
and international markets.
Aluminium will continue to have a significant
role in a carbon-constrained world.

Recycling aluminium uses only
5% of the energy needed to
produce primary metal. Its use in
lightweight vehicles means it is
the fastest growing material used
in the automotive sector.
The use of one kilogram of aluminium to replace
steel in a car or light truck can save a net
20 kilograms of CO2 over the life of the vehicle.
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Keeping our people safe and healthy

Highlights for 2016:

NZAS is committed to ensuring a safe and healthy workplace for our employees.
We firmly believe that all incidents and injuries are preventable, ‘Our Goal is Zero’.
We want everyone to go home safe and well at the end of each shift.

• Hazard Identification training rolled out to site

2016 was a disappointing year for safety

People who work in heavy industry over such

with nine recordable injuries. Safety will

long periods can be exposed to different risks

be a significant focus in 2017 with a view

in terms of injury and illness, and therefore we

to making this the year we get ‘back to

have active screening and early intervention

our best’ in safety performance.

programmes in place. Our on-site team of
dedicated medical and safety professionals

Many of our employees have worked on site

includes an internationally recognised

for decades, for example more than 150

occupational health physician, a physiotherapist,

people have been here for over 30 years.

as well as a suite of rehabilitation programmes.

This longevity of service is relatively unique in
New Zealand and brings with it its own
challenges, which we are managing proactively.

RECORDABLE INJURIES
(Number of Lost Time Injuries
and Medical Treatment Injuries)

ALL INJURY FREQUENCY
RATE (AIFR)

RECORDABLE OCCUPATIONAL
ILLNESSES*

HEALTH & SAFETY
REPRESENTATIVES

• Machine guarding improvements implemented
in Carbon and the Casthouse

2016
ACTUAL

N/A 50

Plans for Health in 2017:

Plans for Safety in 2017:

•

•

Increased focus on safety communication
to site

•

Roll out of Safety Leadership programme

•

Embedding Critical Risk Management

•

Develop leading safety indicators

•

Continue machine guarding
improvement work

detection and treatment of illness and injury

•

Improvements to Hot Metal Passage
traffic flow

Focus on improving personal protective

•

Increase engagement of department
Health & Safety representatives

•

Reduce Musculoskeletal Disease and
Coal Tar Pitch Volatiles exposures

•

Focus on hand safety

Plan which will focus on improvement to work
practices, reducing musculoskeletal risks
(including early intervention), and reporting
of discomfort, and increased training
•

0.47 1.13

RATIO

* An illness or disease that results from a work-place related exposure of more than one shift

15:1

Increasing access to wellness assessments
and health information to assist early

•

equipment options for employees to reduce risk

3

5

Continue implementation of the
Musculoskeletal Disease Improvement

9

4

19:1

• T2 Toolbox refresh (start of shift crew meetings) to help
crews better prepare as a team for the shift ahead

• 23 entries in the General Manager Innovation Awards
relating to safety improvements

2016
TARGET
ALL INJURIES
(including first aid)

• Implementation of the second of four phases of the
Critical Risk Management programme (Rio Tinto
system to ensure that controls are in place to reduce
the risk of a fatal incident occurring)

RATIO
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Our People
Our people are the most important aspect
of our business. We employ around 800
permanent employees and contractors.
Highlights for 2016:

Plans for our people in 2017:

• The Employee Activities Group organised
several activities, including family

• Review the new Recognising Performance
system, including consideration of

participation in the Surf to City event and
evenings at Transport World. There were a

employee feedback

• Continue to publicise existing opportunities

number of Christmas prize draws and NZAS

for employees to be involved in business

supported five families through the Salvation

decisions which impact them, eg involvement

Army’s ‘Adopt a family’ Christmas programme

in the Employee Consultation Group,

• Utilisation of the Employee Consultation
Group as a sounding board for ideas and

proposed policy changes

• Trial alternative work hour schedules for day

policy changes, including:
– Changes to the General Manager

work employees

Innovation Awards, and the approach for
managing e-cigarettes on site
Completion
of the first cycle of the new
•
Recognising Performance system (performance
management recognition system)

and opportunities to provide feedback on

• Inclusion and diversity project
• Review a number of NZAS Human
Resources policies

• Continue the roll out of the Working Together
programme (team member and team leader
training courses)

• Update the NZAS site induction programmes
for employees and contractors

642.4 142.3 8.5%
Full Time Equivalent
employees*
(as at 31 December)

Full Time Equivalent
contractors**
(as at 31 December)

* Excludes 2016 summer vacation students ** Excludes capital contractors

Employee turnover
(includes redundant employees)

We said goodbye to our final year one starter in 2016. Colin McKee walked into
the smelter in 1971 a young man and left nearly 45 years later. In passing the
baton to his replacement, Colin used the latest technology to ensure his wealth of
knowledge was not lost. Using a GoPro camera he was able to explain and capture
his expertise for the next generation of NZAS workers.

93.8% 6.2% $76.5
MILLION

Male employees

Female employees

Wages and benefits paid
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Financial contribution to Southland
and New Zealand

Increasing value from every dollar
More than $33 million in savings was
delivered through business improvement
initiatives in 2016.
Significant contributions from value delivery
came from the following:

NZAS ACCOUNTS FOR

• Further increase in hot metal tonnes

2.2%

optimisation of the power block

increased the Lean Six Sigma skill set at NZAS by
have certified two black belts. NZAS also has two

in the Casthouse

people who received Master Black Belt training in

• Improved yield and reduced cycle times from

$374
MILLION*

the installation of the magnetic stirrers on
Y and Z furnaces

• Labour cost optimisation for the Carbon Bake
Furnace rebuild project

• Improvements in ultra-high purity capture
rates resulting in lower production costs
In 2016 NZAS used a different approach to the
annual Building Full Potential (BFP) Workshop
than in previous years, with several smaller
targeted BFP workshops held that focussed on:

• Sensible automation
• Cost reduction
• Project 5000t+ which increased aluminium
production by 5,000 tonnes

10.5%

3,200

Southland region**

by NZAS

GDP benefit to

Southland jobs supported

Capital investment projects
NZAS began a number of capital investment projects in 2016, including:
• Rectiformer R21 and R24 replacements

• Y Furnace rebuild

• Lines 1 and 2 crane automation

• Vehicle replacements

• PLC replacements

* 2016 Payments to Suppliers (excluding capital project expenditure)
** Venture Southland and Infometrics conducted an economic and social impacts study of NZAS on the Southland economy in 2012

training a further 15 green belts during 2016 and

machines as a result of improved scheduling

optimisation in the Casthouse

NATIONAL SPEND

Sigma resources. Lean Six Sigma is a process to
enhance data-based decision making. We have

• Increased productivity from workflow

That’s around $1 billion in
annual export revenue

NZAS is in a strong position with Lean Six

produced from Reduction through continued

• Increased throughput at the ingot casting

OF NEW ZEALAND’S
EXPORTS

Business Improvement

• Sales and Marketing product mix
The workshops have ensured that the site
project hopper contains high value projects to
move through the process.

late 2015 and are working towards certification.
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Emissions and environment
NZAS is committed to environmental responsibility by minimising waste, emissions
and impacts associated with our operations. Our smelter has one of the lightest
carbon footprints per tonne of aluminium in the world.
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Fluoride kg
/tonne hot
aluminium
produced

TOTAL FLUORIDE DISCHARGE PLANT
Fluoride per tonne Aluminium

16.00
14.00
12.00

NZAS is one of only a handful of smelters which
can market under the RenewAl brand. We produce

10.00
8.00

RenewAl metal is externally certified to have

a wide range of value-added products, including

smelting emissions of less than four tonnes of CO2

high purity ingots, foundry alloys and specialty

6.00

per tonne of aluminium. This guarantees that the

billets that are cast from low carbon aluminium.

4.00

aluminium is made from traceable raw materials

NZAS is a responsible supplier producing

and is produced with electricity from low carbon

consistently high quality products with one

sources, using world-class smelting processes.

of the lowest CO2 footprints in the world.

2.00
0

emission control equipment, where dust particles and fluoride gases are removed from
Reduction cell emissions. NZAS has reduced its fluoride emissions by more than 13 times
since dry scrubbers were introduced in 1996.

Number of
Incidents

ENVIRONMENTAL INCIDENTS

Category 2

4

3

2

1

0

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

No Category 2 or above environmental incidents were recorded in 2016. One Category 1
incident occurred when a minor violation of excess suspended solids was discharged via the
cathode effluent treatment facility. Environment Southland was contacted and no further
action was required by them.
Environmental incident definitions
Category 1 – Minor Near source confined and promptly reversible impact
Category 2 – Medium Near source confined and short-term reversible impact
Category 3 – Serious Near source confined and medium-term recovery impact
Category 4 – Major Impact that is unconfined and requiring long-term recovery, leaving residual damage
Category 5 – Catastrophic Impact that is widespread, unconfined and requiring long-term recovery, leaving major residual damage

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

1997

1996

1995

Fluoride is scrubbed from the exhaust gas stream using dry scrubbers, the smelter’s main
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Energy efficiency
In 2016 NZAS achieved a hot metal
production record from its three P69
Reduction Lines.
This production record was achieved as
a result of numerous projects across
the site, including Reduction cell
process efficiencies which contributed
to voltage savings and enabled
additional cells to be started.

The following energy efficiency projects were
undertaken during the year:

• Reduction of thermal power in cells
• Optimisation of noisy cell control using new
automation technology

• Reduction of operator resistance usage
• Improved tools for poor performer cell
identification and efficiency improvement

GJ Total Energy/
tonne hot
aluminium
produced

TOTAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY

73.5
72.5
71.5
70.5
69.5
68.5

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

The 2016 total energy efficiency result is the best for many years.
Total energy efficiency is measured by electricity, anode and fuel consumption, with electricity being
the largest contributor to total energy use at NZAS. Some improvements were achieved through
improved fuel and energy efficiency projects in the Carbon baking furnaces, with the largest increase
in energy efficiency due to using less electricity (see graph below).

DC MWh/
tonne hot
aluminium
produced

ELECTRICITY EFFICIENCY

15.3
15.2
15.1
15.0
14.9
14.8

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016
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Community
NZAS aims to develop long lasting,
mutually beneficial relationships with
our local community. We provide
financial and in-kind support to a
number of programmes and initiatives.
NZAS supported a number of community partnerships and
sponsorships in 2016, including:
Graeme Dingle Foundation
NZAS has been a sponsor of the Graeme

Southland Girls’ High School
Education Partnership

Dingle Foundation (formerly Foundation for

Four high-achieving Year 13 students from

Youth Development Southland) since its

Southland Girls’ High School (SGHS) completed

inception in 2004.

six days on site as part of the ninth annual

Our funding supports the Kiwi Can Programme,

NZAS/SGHS education partnership.

a life skills and values programme designed for

The partnership was set up in 2008 to

primary and intermediate students in low decile

encourage young women into industry,

schools. This programme reaches over 1,800

particularly engineering, and 41 students

children in 10 Southland schools delivering

have now participated in the programme.

a range of physical, mental and creative
challenges plus high-energy, fun, safe and
interactive lessons that reinforce the schools’
goals and curriculum.

In New Zealand, there are over 46,000
professional engineers/technicians but only
13% are women. Through the education
partnership we hope to continue encouraging

Kiwi Can classes are held in Ascot Community,

young women into engineering careers.

Bluff Community, Fernworth Primary, Halfmoon

NZAS is looking forward to celebrating the

Bay, Mataura Primary, New River Primary and

tenth year of the partnership in 2017.

Longford Intermediate, West Gore, Gore Main
and East Gore Schools.
NZAS Southland Science & Technology Fair
As major sponsor of the Southland Science
& Technology Fair, NZAS maintains a handson approach with around 30 employees
volunteering their time to help with judging,
registering exhibits and managing the public
view days during the fair.
In 2016, more than 150 students from Years
4 to 13 participated and each was required
to investigate a topic of their choice using a
scientific method of hypothesis, method, test
and conclusion.

Plans for Community Relations in 2017:

• Continue to support active partnerships,
including the Southland Science &
Technology Fair and Southland Girls’ High
School Education Partnership

• Investigate other potential community
volunteering opportunities for NZAS employees

• Zero ‘moderate or above’ rated community
complaints
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Market position
NZAS produces a wide range of valueadded products, including high purity
ingots, foundry alloys and specialty billets.

338,556

83%

3,182

tonnes of
saleable metal

value added

tonnes of extrusion
scrap reprocessed

NZAS aluminium was shipped all over the world in 2016

NZAS aluminium was shipped to 22 countries in 2016 – Brazil, Canada, China, Ecuador, France, Great
Britain, India, Indonesia, Israel, Japan, Korea, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Panama,
Philippines, Romania, South Africa, Taiwan, Thailand and USA.

If you have any questions or would like to provide feedback on the
NZAS 2016 Sustainable Development report, please contact:
Andrea Carson, Community Relations
Phone: +64 3 218-5440, Andrea.Carson@pacificaluminium.com.au
www.nzas.co.nz

